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y: vector of data taken at time tk [ position k]
W: spectral window exp(i2tkfn) [ exp(i2kn)]
x: vector of (I,Q) signals for frequencies fn
: parameter fixed to obtain a satisfactory sparse 
solution  penalty criterion for invoking more 
modes to find adequate solution
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#47926: toroidal mode numbers










































• when damping too small, approaching 
limit =0  use actuator(s) to get further 
away from marginal stability limit =0
• reaction time: from 0.1ms to 5ms 
depending on actual value of  and d/dt
• real-time feedback on plasma parameters 













































– two good examples: Pompei and Tell Megiddo ( does this name ring a bell?)









































proto‐Villanovian necropolis of Poggio della Pozza













































































































































































































periodogram: the red circles are 
the input modes, how to 
discriminate reliably between all 
possible solutions (purple dots) 
obtained with a non-optimized 
spectral window?




spectral window |W(n)|: high n0 secondary lobes 































Via Amerina close to Falerii (now Civita Castellana)
• Roman consular road laid 
around 220BC crossing 
Umbria from north of 
Latium
• often a necropolis on the 
side of the road
• on areas that are 
privately owned
• and on which residential 
building permission is 
being sought
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Ripa Maiale, close to Cencelle
• natural source, with presence dating from 
Neolithic age (<3000BC) to Hellenistic 
temple (~200BC) to medieval aqueduct 
(~1200AD) serving the town of Cencelle
(ancient Roman Town of CentumCellae)
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